Bisil launches SaaS based Sigmify software
Sigmify software aims to address issues of operational inefficiencies faced by most organizations and
large enterprises
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Mumbai, India: Business Integration Systems (India) Pvt. Limited (BISIL), a global provider of BPM
solutions, has announced the global release of Sigmify - a Software as a Service (SaaS) offering.
Sigmify addresses the commonplace issue of operational inefficiencies experienced by people at work
due to fragmentation of information related to their work.
"We all have experienced that with time information related to our work gets fragmented. Information
related to our work is scattered over various IT applications, in spreadsheets, in emails and increasingly
in chat transcripts. We spend more time trying to 'collect and collate this information' in preparing to do
a task at hand than in actually doing the task itself. It is all very distracting and inefficient," said Savita
Pathak, Head of Sigmify - BISIL.
Sigmify addresses this fragmentation problem by providing a 'social dashboard' that offers a single place
to access transactions in various IT applications; a social interface for collaborating around these
transactions; links to other 'conversations'; ability to define and share operational tracking and control
lists; and other ways access information in subscribing IT applications. Various interactions around
transactions captured through emails, chat, applications and messages are unified through Sigmify
Stream, improving efficiencies, quality of responses and turn around times.
"Sigmify is a result of knowledge acquired over a decade by BISIL in implementing Business Process
Management (BPM) solutions across the globe. We have been working over the last two years to
translate this vision of de-fragmenting work into reality. The result is Sigmify - A social platform to
collaborate; combined with BPM capability to automate; and set of open APIs to enable applications to
subscribe to the Sigmify Stream," added Pathak added.
The best part of Sigmify is the ease of on-boarding and spreading its use within the company. It takes
less than five minutes to get started and proliferates within organizations through just the use of email
IDs. Users can sign up, sign in and check out its relevance to them effortlessly.

